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Last Friday evening’s Nightingale Opera Theatre production of 
Jules Massenet’s opera, Werther, was a delight. Above all it was 
meticulously prepared. Music Director John Simmons’ piano rendi-

His expression was constant, and his balance of contrapuntal sec-
tions with and without the singers was meticulous. 

 
Equally important was that tempos, climaxes and other details were 
so well ingrained that the pace was swift and effective. All cast 
members and even the children's chorus kept things moving and did 
not not let the plot’s overwhelming sadness overcome the dramatic 

acoustics made the English translation easily intelligible.

Massenet imbued the opera with a wonderful musical tapestry that 
Simmons and the cast took great pains to delineate. Though 

that is comfortable in both beautiful counterpoint and atmospheric passages. The chro-
matic descending lines introduced in the Prelude return as musical depiction of sadness 
and despair throughout the opera. The harmony is complex and beautiful.

The scenario, based on Goethe’s novel, The Trials of Young Werther (as adapted by libret-
tists Blau, Miliet, and Hartmann), epitomizes late Romantic tragic opera. The Bailiff 

-
spair, tells her that she must be true to her commitment. 



-
liloquies when he sang softly and plaintively to express despair. He tended to strain and 
distort in the high passages during more excited moments. Still, this is melodrama, and 

Lyric soprano Melissa Davis, as Sophie, had a rather unfocused sound. Sophie, young 
and inexperienced and seeking a husband, is a character who adopts a false gaiety. Davis 
exaggerated this to the point of constantly bouncing on her toes. It is a virtuosic and chal-
lenging role, and lack of clarity on consonants made her unintelligible at times. She has a 
light and lovely voice, but needs to control it better.

Bass John Pickering as the Bailiff was consistently excellent. He has an attractive sound 
and acted in a very believable manner. Though the role was small, he added luster to the 
production. 

-
-

lotte. 

Baritone Ryan Fitzgerald as Schmidt and tenor Michael Miller as Johann did well in their 
-

ano accompaniment.

and in delineating their sadness.  Again Simmons’ accompaniment was very expressive in 

choir in a grisly, melodramatic juxtaposition worthy of the Witches Sabbath of Berlioz’ 
Symphony Fanatastique.
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